Winter Sports Registration Directions

1. **Complete NFHS Concussion Course**
   a. Do not need to print certificate

2. **Pay online at UniPay Gold**
   a. If financial assistance is required, check box on clearance form

3. **Complete Family ID registration (now open)**
   a. Make sure to complete - not done after submitting payment details!
   b. **Instructions found here**

4. **Print and fill out Athletic Clearance Form**
   a. Fill out all information correctly, will be checked

5. **Pass Athletic Clearance Form to Athletic Office**
   a. Must be turned into athletic office prior to first practice (before 11/28)

6. **Turn in physical to Athletic Office or trainer, Patty Pauris**
   a. Physical must be within 13 months

---

*Additional Information regarding Schedule Star and MIAA sites found here.*